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Disclaimer
When addressing the potential effects and benefits within any of our websites, videos, newsletters, programs or other content
from www.breakthepattern.com, Break The Pattern® Ltd, we've taken every effort to ensure that we accurately represent
our programs and their ability to impact your life. However. Break The Pattern® Ltd does not guarantee that you will
experience results in any given time framing or that your physical, mental, psychological, or emotional well-being will be
immediately or drastically improved. Break The Pattern® Ltd does not claim to diagnose or treat any specific conditions. It
is our belief that all our ideas, tools, strategies or recommendations have been shown to have an effect for the majority of
people who have successfully engaged with our content; however, nothing on our site is a guarantee to you of any particular
impact or effect. Break The Pattern® Ltd's approach is intended for educational purposes only. Information provided by this
company and its website and programs is not a substitute for individual medical advice. The information contained herein
should NOT be used as a substitute for the advice of an appropriately qualified and licensed medical professional or other
health care provider. The information provided here is for informational purposes only. Although we attempt to provide
accurate and up-to-date information, no guarantee is made to that effect.
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WELCOME

Dear Learner,

When we are looking to change how things
are, it can be a challenging process. Any

Congratulations on taking part in this journey

change is not free of its challenges; I expect

of self development! When you access our

you have a personal story that includes battles

resources you will start to explore and practice

and victories you’ve experienced before you

what physiological and psychological science

emerged the other side with new insights.

teaches us about how to be happier, feel less
stressed, and how to thrive.

By taking on board what is in these FREE
resources, you can learn to break through the

By downloading this information product and

unnecessary tension we create through the

being a part of Break The Pattern’s FBMR™

lifestyles we live and learn how to overcome

resources, you are going to learn about the

the obstacles that can keep you stuck and keep

body and mind and how you can support

you from living in the best way you can for

yourself and after putting these processes into

you and those you love around you.

action and making them habits, you can
experience a happier, healthier and more

As a result of treating thousands of patients and

fulfilling life.

working with hundreds of coaching clients
together with the knowledge gained from

The methods I share with you can help open

studying scientific research, this is what lead

the door to a new way of thinking and being

me to create the Functional Body Mind Re-

that can free your mind and can have you

balancing Processes to help all those who are

feeling more in control of what you get out of

looking to be proactive with their health.

life.
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FBMR resources offer different levels of learning, depending on how far you wish to take your mind
management and development. Our teachings range from these focused information products to four
week training programs, virtual group sessions, small on line afternoon workshops and more personal
one to one support where required.

My aim has always been to get my clients to where they wish to be in the most efficient and effective
way possible but more importantly in creating a fun learning environment to do it in. I want to leave
you with understanding and tools so you can benefit from the obvious and not so obvious protective
health factors available to you, that you can call upon anywhere at any time.
If you wish you can join the FBMR™ community where you are going to find the support to move
your health, well-being and happiness to where you want it as well as taking advantage of special
OFFERS and tasters.

I am here to assist you in the process of change so that you will thrive in life and ultimately experience

happiness and freedom in the way it is meant, and right for you.
Welcome aboard.
Jocelyn

JOCELYN KEEN BSc. (Hons)
Mast. Pract. NLP. MDCH.
Resilience Coach

Jocelyn founded Break The Pattern® Ltd and created the FBMR™ program. She has a unique gift
in taking the complexities of the body and mind and explaining the essential scientific elements and
processes that bridge the two so you can understand these too in a simple, fun way to create positive
change. By working in this way Jocelyn enables her clients and patients to be independent,
empowered and in control of their physical health and mental well-being in the easiest most direct
way possible. Its like mental house keeping, but super charged.
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INTRODUCTION
First of all, well done!
Well, I want you to know that your past doesn’t
Purely by wanting to better yourself and more

have to equal your future and your genes do not

importantly, believing you can change the

determine

direction your health and happiness goes in, you

importantly, you do have a choice when it comes

are already above average in the sea of 7.8 billion

to how happy and healthy you want to be, and

people that exist in the world.

you are about to learn how.

your

health’s

destiny,

more

By investing your time, energy and taking action,
you will learn how to help boost your immune
system so you can deal effectively with life's
challenges and stressors.

Stressful situations will be less challenging. You
We

are

continually

changing;

physically,

mentally, emotionally and spiritually. The cells in

will be able to experience a more happy, healthier
life, so let’s get started.

our body are said to change approximately every
seven years, and studies on the brain reveal
neuroplasticity enables us to alter our nerve

pathways and therefore the way we think, our
habits, behaviours equalling our results and
outcomes.

So what does this all mean?.
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How to Accept Yourself, Your Life, And Your Reality?
Acceptance

Is

A

Component

Of

Our

Psychological Resilience. Rachel W. Thompson et

As is always the case: Fight with reality, and
reality will win.

al. 2011 suggested that trait acceptance was

associated with more significant emotional

The Miss Understanding Of Acceptance!

rebalancing and regulation after experiencing a

One of the things I hear frequently is, ‘but it’s not

trauma.

okay’, and herein lies the misunderstanding about
what acceptance is, that someone it means we’ve

It’s also said that when we choose avoidance and

got to be okay with the situation we absolutely

to detach ourselves from the truth, we are more

don’t want. This is not true!

likely to be at higher risk of actually experiencing
post-traumatic stress disorders and take a

Acceptance does not require that we’re all good

negative impact on our mental health and it can

with what we’re accepting and it definitely does

definitely feel this way as we tussle with how we

not mean we now agree with it. It also doesn’t

think things should be as apposed to how they

mean that we now stop trying to change the thing

actually are!

we are not okay with.

Right now, there may be something going on in

Some of my clients feel that by accepting what it

your life that’s very difficult, something that you

is, means to give up on change, to surrender all

definitely don’t want as part of your life. You

efforts to make things different. That Acceptance

don’t want this to be your reality, and yet it’s

is saying we agree that this situation will go on

clear that all of your wishing it weren’t so has

forever. Or that we are burying our head in the

done nothing to make it not true.

sand!
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The Miss Understanding Of Acceptance!
Let me give some clarity on this: Acceptance does

Happiness, is accepting what is, in the moment

not mean stopping your efforts to change what

and letting go of what you have absolutely no

is. It does not imply that you are giving up on

control over.

reality becoming different.
Sound obvious doesn’t it but we have to
Acceptance is all about the now and has nothing

remember our humanness. It’s hard because we

to do with the future. Furthermore, acceptance is

can’t just flip a switch, there’s like a mini process

not an act of passivity, but rather an act of innate

that has to happen to help us reframe a situation

wisdom, and a sort of agreeing that our efforts

so we can then reach acceptance, sometimes a

start from where we are and to consider what is.

lot of soul searching has to happen but like
anything you can flex the acceptance muscle and
it will become easier each time.

What makes it difficult is when we dig deep to
keep certain assumptions in our mind about
other people, or things and hardest of all if our
very identity is at risk.

When we have perplex thoughts racing in our
mind of how we want things to be when they are

Why It’s Hard To Accept Certain Things?

not, well, it makes it near on impossible to
achieve any level of peace of mind and can tie us

Accepting the reality of your life sounds like it

in knots, cause us physical and emotional pain on

should be easy enough because it was it is, right?

top of the situation so a double whammy.

Wrong, many, many people hold on to a different
version.

It

may

be

based

on

regret,

disappointment, denial, or just wanting for
something better.
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Why It’s Hard To Accept Certain Things?
Sometimes it can feel unbearable to accept the

If we keep worrying about the things we can’t

truth that the life or body we once had is now

change, we lose our peace, but if we accept

gone, or the end of a relationship, job or a

them, they stop being important, and we stop

personal loss of a loved one.

worrying about them.

When we don’t move forward to acceptance the

What we cannot change and cannot influence no

pain and struggle just serves as a tool to slowly

matter what, we need to find a way to place them

chip away at us, leading us down a path of

in the ‘not right now’ box.

disempowerment and a victim mind-set all as a

result of a situation that is beyond our control in

We need to stop, breathe, think and reprocess.

that moment.

Do you find yourself trying to change things you
have no control over?

There are certain things we can change in our life,
but there are also things that we cannot change.
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A Journey of acceptance and crash course in resilience
I want to take you back to 2006. It was rush hour traffic coming out of London, the weather was grey and
pouring with rain. I had just come off the motorway onto a dual carriage on the home stretch. I reduced
my speed down to 50mph and remained in the outside lane.

Then I saw it, the indicator of the car to my left flicking. Deep down inside, I knew my life was about to
change significantly, the driver continued to pull out into me, striking the front of my motorbike,
narrowly missing my leg.

My vision now became one of evaluating what to do next, as everything went into slow motion.

I subconsciously tilted my motorbike against the force of the impact to prevent me from being sent
across into on-coming traffic…..it was only as I turned to look straight in front of me again I knew I had to
let go of the bike…… I couldn’t see how this was going to end well…. the rear end of the car in front now
only moments away.

It was at this point I chose to close my eyes……when I opened my eyes again I could see my outstretched
arm and beyond it the feet of people who had got out of their vehicles…behind that was my bike with its
broken frame and the car it had struck with its boot and rear window carved out from its impact….

I was in shock and laughed at the amazement that I was alive as I gave my fingers and toes a wiggle….
at that point I felt uninjured…..but this was not the case…. it was the adrenaline that was flowing through
my body that was preventing me feeling the intense pain that was to follow shortly.

I sustained a concussion, serve trauma to the connective tissue in my neck, left shoulder, wrist and
thumb, two prolapsed discs at the base of my spine, and inflammation of my internal organs from the
inertia and then the sudden stopping on impact. I experienced full-body muscle atrophy leaving looking
like my head was too big for my body.
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A Journey of acceptance and crash course in resilience
This was the beginning of my crash course in resilience and my need to find acceptance….
Personal control. I couldn’t change what happened, but I could interpret it as an opportunity for personal
growth. I had to learn to ask and accept help and support from those who cared about me as well as
strangers which were extremely hard, but both my personal and professional relationships are so much
better for this now.

Accepting change – I realised very quickly I would need to change my lifestyle, career and a lot of my
goals for they were now no longer attainable for the foreseeable future. Accepting this enabled me to
focus on what I could alter and let go of what I couldn’t. I found a new career and calling in my life and
am grateful for that.

Maintain an optimistic outlook - This didn’t mean I was unrealistically optimistic and thought of candy
floss and unicorns. I’m not saying it was easy as there were some dark, dark, moments but it’s about how
long we choose to spend in those moments. For every internal negative dialogue I had I would flip it to a
more positive one, it became like a game to me, I would visualise what I wanted, rather than worrying
about what I feared. Keeping a long term perspective really helped but it was tough some days as I learnt
to walk again…. it wasn’t going to be a quick fix, it was actually seven years before I finally reached a painfree state. I kept moving forward asking myself “What’s one thing I know I can accomplish today that
helps me move forward” some days that just meant staying hydrated or walking a few steps, it didn’t
matter how small as long as it was achievable and acknowledged afterwards.

Letting go what was – I couldn’t lift a kettle up to make a hot drink let alone ever imagine I was going to
get back to enjoying sport, especially not the extreme kind that I liked. Every time I looked at my weak
changed body, I reminded myself ‘every day I’m getting stronger and stronger’ and accept that it held
together when I needed it to most.

Every one of life’s turns has the power to teach us something valuable; whether the circumstances be
personal, professional or health-related.
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Where do you start?
Once you open mind to acceptance and start accepting what you cannot change, you automatically
relieve yourself of much stress, anxiety and worry.

Remember, acceptance leads to your inner peace, and inner peace is real freedom and to happiness.
There are few better things you can do for yourself than learning to accept yourself, your life, and your
reality.

Choose Your Attitude
I believe the answer is to look at acceptance as the ability to develop a more positive or less negative
attitude towards something, even when it isn’t good for you or isn’t ethically acceptable.

Focus
When we learn to accept what cannot be changed, we experience an inner calmness. Choosing our focus
is a big one when the mind starts to wander, or the anger rises because of how we think something
should be, reframe it to focus on what you can change, what you can improve.
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Where do you start?
Perspective

Don’t Let Fear Get In Your Way

Often, the difference between despair and hope

We can experience fear for a lot of reasons but

reside in a change of our perspective. Life is

don’t let it stand in your way, especially the fear

continually changing; the only real certainty in

of what others think of you, this can lead you to

life is uncertainty. When we tend to relate to the

walk through life with your feet in cement boots.

things that happen to us as permanent, this

This can ware you down and prevent you from

discrepancy can create in us an incredible

ever arriving where you so rightly need to be or

mental, emotional suffering.

want to go. I encourage you to set a daily
intention to be brave and do things in your own

Acknowledge Your Reality

unique way. You can then listen and reflect on

I know first hand that facing reality isn’t the

the feedback you gain.

easiest thing, but I also know that the sooner we
can accept what our current situation is, it

Make A Plan For Reaching Your Goals

becomes the start of the journey in bringing us

Each day when I was recovering from my injury, I

closer to happiness in the present moment, and

would include small steps that I could take to

leads to a better outcome in our future. Its both

move me closer to a new reality, by doing it this

practical and purposeful to understand and work

way you can build your confidence as you go

with reality.

each time you accomplish one small step. The
more significant the challenge make your steps

Accept that struggle is part of the equation

more modest, this way you ensure you can

Embrace your challenges and walk through

achieve them one at a time no matter how small,

conflicts, choose to get comfortable with

as they all add up in the end. Start from where

operating and living through this space. Struggles

you are not where someone else wants you to

will always be a part of life, and we can learn to

be.

confront them and learn from them. I know
throughout my life that the most challenging
times

have

held

the

most

significant

opportunities for my personal growth and
success.
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Benefits of Acceptance:
By cultivating greater acceptance of yourself and

Be aware when you are overly comparing

your circumstances in life, you can dramatically

yourself and your journey to that of someone

transform both yourselves and your future.

else's, you are not them. I’m not saying don’t
look outside yourself for inspiration, ideas and

Through

acceptance,

you

gain

a

greater

practical tools because its good to open our mind

understanding of the things you need to thrive

to what is out there, what's been done before,

and feel fulfilled. If you’re struggling upstream

what works and learn from other peoples

against the hardships of life — take heart there is

failures, I mean why would you not, I’m not going

peace when you find acceptance.

to smell the gone off milk if someone's already
done it, and I’m certainly not going to use it!

Cut the ties with the endless judgement from
others and yourself. Everyone has there opinion

What I’m saying is, take the learnings onboard,

of you and what you do and when you accept

evaluate the bigger picture and take action but

and are okay with this, it really wont matter.

focus on your lane in life, be true to yourself.
Comparison can be the stealer of our dreams,
especially if you keep looking outside yourself for
your inner genius because it can lead us to
thinking our way is wrong and stops us dead in
our tracks and then we don’t take any action!

The the path that someone else has taken is not
a blueprint of the exact path for your success but
learn from it, its not set in stone.
Practice some radical self honesty and increase
your awareness of who you really are because

What do you want from this life? Who do you

we are not our feelings and our thoughts, we are

want to be? You’ll struggle to accept yourself

so much more.

until you have some of these answers.
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Benefits of Acceptance:
To accept who we are you need to know who you

Acceptance of who we are and what we are

are, if you don’t you leave yourself open for

about can lead to:

others to label you just fine, if you don’t have a
good team around you this wont help serve you

* A more positive attitude

to reaching your highest potential.

* Less worry and stress
* Less energy drained from trying to figure things

out
* Ability to embrace change
* Greater appreciation and gratitude
* A more compassionate perspective

The road to tomorrow can be hard, but it’s made
When accept ourselves we take responsibility for

harder when we put ourselves on the wayside.

our actions in life, we can avoid falling into a
victim mindset which can only leave you feeling

Embrace the future that you want, be more

even more powerless in times of struggle.

grateful for the things you’ve gotten right and the
lessons that you’ve learned along the way.

We all have strengths and weakness but first we
need to gain the personal awareness, then the

Forgive yourself for the mistakes you’ve made,

acceptance of where we are and lastly to create

and get focused on the steps you need to take.

change from a place of compassion not
animosity.

You can let fear hold you back forever, or you can
shield yourself in acceptance and move forward
in the confidence of knowing that you’re doing
the best that you can, with the tools that you
have at this moment in time, but remember now
does not equate the rest of your life.
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Benefits of Acceptance:
To accept who we are you need to know who you

Forgive yourself for the mistakes you’ve made,

are, if you don’t, you leave yourself open for

and get focused on the steps you need to take.

others to label you and if you don’t have a good

You can let fear hold you back forever, or you can

team around you this wont help serve you to

shield yourself in acceptance and move forward

reaching your highest potential or finding your

in the confidence of knowing that you’re doing

superpower.

the best that you can.

When we accept ourselves we take responsibility
for our actions in life, we can avoid falling into a

What Acceptance Isn’t!

victim mindset which can leave us feeling even
more powerless in times of struggle.

Hopefully, you can now see, acceptance is not for
the meek, it does not make us losers, and it

Acceptance of who we are and what we are

certainly does not mean that we’ve failed at

about can lead to:

doing everything else and that leaves acceptance
as the booby prize.

* A more positive attitude
* Less worry and stress

Not at all! Acceptance is not an act of failure!

* Less energy drained from trying to figure things
out

With the right understanding, acceptance is

* Ability to embrace change

experienced as an act of courage. It is for those

* Greater appreciation and gratitude

who have the strength to step out of denial and

* A more compassionate perspective

face the truth.

The road to tomorrow can be hard, but it’s made

It can be, in fact, the first step in the process of

harder when we put ourselves on the wayside.

genuine success and movement forward, but the

Embrace the future that you want, be more

choice like so many things is ultimately yours.

grateful for the things you’ve gotten right and the
lessons that you’ve learned along the way.
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